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(54) FLUORESCENCE DIAGNOSING APPARATUS

(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To achieve an efficient and accurate

fluorescence diagnosis regardless of parts and condition of

an organic tissue with a simple construction.

CONSTITUTION: In normal observation, a normal

observation image obtained with an endoscope 1 by white

light from a lamp 3a of a normal illumination light source 3 is

taken with a normal TV camera 6 through a second adaptor

5. In the observation of fluorescence, the quantity of the

reflected light of excitation light from a laser unit 4 for

fluorescence is monitored with a reflected light monitor 27

to detect the excitation light X0 at the wavelength of the ,

least quantity of light and a control signal is transmitted to /

the laser unit 4 for fluorescence so that the excitation light

X0 of the wavelength detected with the laser unit 4 for

fluorescence is oscillated to take a fluorescent image

obtained with the endoscope 1 at the excitation light X0

with a fluorescent image photographing camera 7 through

the second adaptor 5. Then, the ratio of fluorescence at the

wavelength A,1 to that at 12 is determined with a fluorescent

image processor 9 to distinguish lesion from the normal tissue.
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NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1]A fluorescent diagnosis device which is provided with the following and characterized

by said excitation light feeding means controlling wavelength of said excitation light to supply

based on an output of said detection means and which diagnoses a lesion part of said body tissue

according to fluorescence which irradiates a body tissue with excitation light and is generated

from said body tissue.

An excitation light feeding means which supplies said excitation light.

A detection means to detect catoptric light from said body tissue of said excitation light.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Industrial Application] This invention irradiates an inspected object with excitation light, and

relates to the fluorescent diagnosis device which diagnoses a disease site from the fluorescence

shown for [ the ] inspected.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art]In recent years, a drug is poured in to the autofluorescence from a

living body, and a living body with an endoscope etc., the fluorescence of the drug is detected as

a two-dimensional picture, and there is art of diagnosing disease states (for example, the kind

and permeation range of a disease), such as the denaturation of a body tissue and cancer, from

the fluorescence image.

[0003]If a body tissue is irradiated, the fluorescence of long wave length will occur from the

excitation light. As a fluorescent substance in a living body, there are NADH (nicotinamide

adenine nucleotide), FMN (flavin mononucleotide), a pyridine nucleotide, etc., for example.

These days, the correlation of such a living body internal cause substance and a disease is

becoming clear. HpD (hematoporphyrin), Photofrin, and ALA (delta-amino levulinic acid) have

the accumulation nature to cancer, this is poured in in the living body, and a disease site can be

diagnosed by observing the fluorescence of said substance.

[0004]Since such fluorescence is very weak, it needs photography of high sensitivity extremely
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for the observation. The image intensifier is well known as what performs this high sensitivity

photography.

[0005]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the InventionJHowever, although the fluorescent diagnosis device

which performs fluorescent observation by the conventional endoscope observes by identifying a

normal section and a lesion part according to the intensity of the fluorescence from the body
tissue by excitation light, and distribution, Since the intensity and wavelength distribution of

fluorescence which are acquired by the excitation light of a single wavelength change with the

mucus of a body tissue (surface), or differences between a blood-flow state or a part organ, exact

and efficient fluorescent diagnosis may be unable to be performed in the excitation light of the

fixed single wavelength.

[0006]In light of the above-mentioned circumstances, by easy composition, this invention is not

based on the part of a body tissue, and a state, but an object of this invention is to provide the

fluorescent diagnosis device which can perform efficient and exact fluorescent diagnosis.

[0007]

[Means for Solving the Problem and its Function]In a fluorescent diagnosis device which
diagnoses a lesion part of said body tissue according to fluorescence which a fluorescent

diagnosis device of this invention irradiates a body tissue with excitation light, and is generated

from said body tissue, By controlling wavelength of said excitation light which is provided with

an excitation light feeding means which supplies said excitation light, and a detection means to

detect catoptric light from said body tissue of said excitation light, and said excitation light

feeding means supplies based on an output of said detection means. It makes it possible not to be

based on a part of a body tissue, and a state, but to perform efficient and exact fluorescent

diagnosis by easy composition.

[0008]

[Example] Hereafter, the example of this invention is described, referring to drawings.

[0009]The lineblock diagram and drawing 2 which, as for drawing 1 , drawing 1 and drawing 2

show the composition of fluorescent observation endoscope equipment with respect to the 1st

example of this invention are a characteristic figure showing the fluorescent characteristic of the

organization in the abdominal cavity when it irradiates with the excitation light lambda 0 with

the fluorescent observation endoscope equipment of drawing 1 .

[0010]The fluorescent observation endoscope equipment of the 1st example as a fluorescent

diagnosis device, The endoscope 1 which inserts into the abdominal cavity and acquires the

usual observation images and the fluorescent observation images of an observation part, such as

a disease site, as shown in drawing 1 , The laser device 4 for fluorescence which usually supplies

the illumination light source 3 and the tunable laser for excitation (for example, alexandrite laser,

dye laser, a free electron laser, etc.) which usually supply the white light for observation to this

endoscope 1 via the 1 st adapter 2, Usually, usual TV camera 6 which was obtained with the

endoscope 1 by the white light from the lamp 3a of the illumination light source 3 and which

usually picturizes observation images via the 2nd adapter 5, The fluorescence image imaging

camera 7 which picturizes the fluorescence image acquired with the endoscope 1 by the

excitation light lambda 0 from the laser device 4 for fluorescence via the 2nd adapter 5, Usually,

CCU(camera control unit) 8 which was picturized by TV camera 6 and which usually carries out

signal processing of the observation imaging signal, and usually generates a picture, The

fluorescent image processing unit 9 which carries out signal processing of the fluorescence

imaging signal picturized by the fluorescence image imaging camera 7, and generates a
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fluorescent image, and the video switching controller 10 which detects the fluorescence light

volume of long wave length, and identifies a disease site from the excitation light of the

fluorescence imaging signal by which signal processing is carried out with the fluorescent image

processing unit 9, Usually, the video switcher 1 1 which inputs a picture and a fluorescent image

and usually outputs a picture or a fluorescent image with the recognition signal from the video

switching controller 10, It has the catoptric light monitor 27 which monitors the light volume of

catoptric light, and comprises a fluorescence image which received the catoptric light of the

monitor 12 which displays the outputted image from the video switcher 1 1 , and the laser beam

irradiated via the endoscope 1 from the laser device 4 for fluorescence, and was acquired by

CCU8.

[001 l]The 1st adapter 2 usually switches the excitation light lambda 0 from the white light and

the laser device 4 for fluorescence from the lamp 3a of the illumination light source 3 by driving

the movable minor 14 with the driver 13 (in drawing 1 ), The position of the movable mirror 14

in the case of white light carries out the light guide of the position of the movable mirror 14 in

the case of a solid line and the excitation light lambda 0 to the light guide 1 5 which inserts in the

inside of a dashed line and the endoscope 1 . The light guide 15 transmits the light from the 1st

adapter 2 at the tip of the endoscope 1, and irradiates with it ahead [ tip ]. The returned light from

the observation part by the irradiated light is transmitted to the eye contacting part 1 7 of the

endoscope 1 by the image guide 16 which inserts in the inside of the endoscope 1 as observation

images (usually observation images or a fluorescent observation image).

[0012]The 2nd adapter 5 is connected to the eye contacting part 17, enabling free attachment and

detachment, and the 2nd adapter 5, By driving the movable mirror 19 with the driver 18,

observation images and a fluorescent observation image are usually switched (as for the position

of the movable mirror 19 in the case of observation images, the position of the movable mirror

19 in the case of a solid line and a fluorescent observation image is usually a dashed line),

observation images are led to TV camera 6, and a fluorescence image is usually led to the

fluorescence image imaging camera 7. Usually, in TV camera 6, observation images are usually

picturized by CCD20 to build in, and an observation imaging signal is usually transmitted to

CCU8. And by the recognition signal from the video switching controller 10, observation images

are usually displayed on the monitor 12 via the video switcher 11.

[00 13]Via the turnable filter 21 which has two transmission filters which have the penetration

characteristic which penetrates the wavelength lambda 1 and the light of lambda 2 for a

fluorescent observation image in the fluorescence image imaging camera 7, Optical amplification

is carried out by the image intensifier (I. I) 22, it picturizes by CCD23, and a fluorescence

imaging signal is transmitted to the fluorescent image processing unit 9. And by the recognition

signal from the video switching controller 10, a fluorescent observation image is displayed on

the monitor 12 via the video switcher 11. The turnable filter 21 comprises two transmission

filters which have the penetration characteristic which is disc shape and penetrates the

semicircular state wavelength lambda 1 and the light of lambda 2, and is rotated by the motor 24.

[00 14]An operation of the fluorescent observation endoscope equipment constituted in this way
is explained.

[00 15]While excitation light carries out a wavelength variation continuously or gradually from

the laser device 4 for fluorescence first at the time of fluorescent diagnosis, a body tissue glares

via the endoscope 1. The catoptric light of the excitation light from a body tissue is received by

CCD20 via the image guide 16, and the light volume of the catoptric light of excitation light is

monitored by the catoptric light monitor 27 via CCU8.
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[0016]Here, a fluorescent characteristic when it irradiates with the excitation light lambda 0 is

shown in drawing 2 . For example, by a normal part, it is strong, and the intensity compares

normally the fluorescence of an organization acquired by the 442-mm excitation light lambda 0

by a side with short wavelength by a lesion part, and it is weak. [ of intensity ] That is, a lesion

and normalcy are distinguishable by the inside lambda 1 of a figure, and asking for the ratio of

this lambda 1 and lambda 2, since the ratio of fluorescence intensity differs by a lesion that it is

normal from lambda 2. In order to perform this lesion and distinction of a normal section more

correctly, the difference of the ratio of lambdal and lambda2 should just choose the excited

wavelengths which become large. However, there are mucus and blood in an organization chart

side, and the optimal excited wavelengths may be changed.

[0017]Then, by monitoring the light volume of the catoptric light of excitation light, light

volume detects the excitation light of the fewest (that is, absorption of excitation light is the

largest) wavelength, and the catoptric light monitor 27 transmits a control signal to the laser

device 4 for fluorescence. The reflection property of blood and mucus is beforehand memorized

at this time, and accuracy can be raised more by amending by this data.

[0018]The laser device 4 for fluorescence oscillates the excitation light of wavelength with the

largest (that is, absorption of excitation light is the largest and there is least light volume of the

catoptric light of excitation light) fluorescence from a living body with the control signal from

the catoptric light monitor 27.

[00 19]And since the excitation light lambda 0 is supplied from the laser device 4 for

fluorescence and a body tissue has a fluorescent characteristic like drawing 2 when the excitation

light detected by the catoptric light monitor 27 considers it as the excitation light lambda 0, The

turnable filter 21 separates the fluorescence image of lambda 1 and lambda 2, and it amplifies by

I.I.22, and picturizes by CCD23.
[0020]In drawing 1 , the movable mirrors 14 and 19 synchronize with the timing controller 25,

and are driven with the drivers 13 and 18, and the driving timing of the motor 24 which rotates

the turnable filter 21 is also controlled by the timing controller 25.

[0021]With the recognition signal from the video switching controller 10, although the video

switcher 1 1 outputs the usual picture from CCU8, or the fluorescent image from the fluorescent

image processing unit 9 to the monitor 12, It has come to be usually able to perform the change

of a picture or a fluorescent image also with the foot switch 26.

[0022]It may carry out by applying fuzzy control, A.I. Artificial Intelligence, a neural network,

etc. to selection of excitation light wavelength, and discernment of a lesion part and a normal

section. It may constitute from forming a gamma ray detector so that the discrimination precision

of a lesion part and a normal section may be raised.

[0023]Thus, since the excitation light of the wavelength which is the easiest to show a

fluorescence can be selectively used by a fluorescent observation subject part according to the

fluorescent observation endoscope equipment of the 1st example, exact fluorescent diagnosis can

be performed.

[0024]Next, the 2nd example is described. They are a lineblock diagram in which, as for drawing

3_and drawing 4 , drawing 3 shows the composition of fluorescent observation endoscope

equipment with respect to the 2nd example of this invention, and a lineblock diagram for which

drawing 4 shows the composition of the turnable filter of drawing 3 . Since the 2nd example is

almost the same as the 1st example, only different composition is explained, the same numerals

are attached to an identical configuration, and explanation is omitted.

[0025]The turnable filter 21a provided instead of the turnable filter 21 of the 1st example in the
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2nd example as shown in drawing 3 , It has the transportation device 28 which moves the motor

24 which rotates the turnable filter 21a with the movement control signal from the catoptric light

monitor 27 to a turnable filter insertion diameter direction, and is constituted.

[0026]As shown in drawing 4 , this turnable filter 21a is provided with the transmission filters 31,

32, 33, and 34 which have the penetration characteristic which penetrates the light of the

wavelength lambda 1 which is different to four fields which divided the disk into the semicircle

and were further divided into the inner circumference and periphery side, lambda 2, lambda 3,

and lambda 4, and is constituted.

[0027]By and the thing the motor 24 is moved [ a thing ] for the turnable filter 21a to a turnable

filter insertion diameter direction by the transportation device 28 based on the movement control

signal from the catoptric light monitor 27. For example, as the 1st example explained (refer to

drawing 2) , when the wavelength of the excitation light laser of the laser device 4 for

fluorescence by the control signal from the catoptric light monitor 27 is lambda 0, (Moving the

motor 24 to the space left) A fluorescence image is acquired via the transmission filters 3 1 and

32 (the transmitted wave length lambda 1 and lambda 2) provided in the inner circumference

side, When the wavelength of the excitation light laser of the laser device 4 for fluorescence by

the control signal from the catoptric light monitor 27 is different wavelength lambdaO' from

lambda 0, (Moving the motor 24 to the space right) A fluorescence image is acquired via the

transmission filters 33 and 34 (the transmitted wave length lambda 3 and lambda 4) provided in

the periphery (difference of ratio of fluorescence intensity in lesion part and normal section

serves as the maximum) side suitable for the fluorescence sensitivity by this excitation light

lambdaO'. Other composition and an operation are the same as the 1st example.

[0028]In addition to the effect of the 1st example, with constituting in this way, the fluorescence

image by the excitation light of the laser device 4 for fluorescence by the control signal from the

catoptric light monitor 27, Since the turnable filter 21a is observed based on the movement
control signal from the catoptric light monitor 27 by moving the motor 24 to a turnable filter

insertion diameter direction by the transportation device 28, a fluorescence wavelength can be

chosen according to excitation light wavelength, and higher-precision fluorescent diagnosis can

be performed.

[0029]Although it presupposed that a fluorescence wavelength is chosen according to the

excitation light of the specified wavelength selected by the catoptric light monitor 27 in the 2nd

above-mentioned example, Both not only this but observation which passed the transmission

filters 31 and 32 (the transmitted wave length lambda 1 and lambda 2), for example to the

excitation light of a specified wavelength, and observation through the transmission filters 33

and 34 (the transmitted wave length lambda 3 and lambda 4) are performed, and it may be made
to perform fluorescent diagnosis. It may be made to perform observation of both through the

transmission filters 31 and 32 (the transmitted wave length lambda 1 and lambda 2) and the

transmission filters 33 and 34 (the transmitted wave length lambda 3 and lambda 4) to the

excitation light of two or more wavelength. By doing in this way, it becomes possible to increase

the fluorescence image data from a fluorescent observation subject part, and more exact

fluorescent diagnosis can be performed.

[0030]By the way, when the image intensifier (I.I.) 22 is connected to the eye contacting part 17

of the endoscope 1 and a fluorescence image is observed, I.I. the weight of 22 is applied to the

final controlling element of the endoscope 1, and there are a problem said that operativity is bad

since 1. 1.22 is large-sized, and a problem said that 1. 1.22 comprises a precise electrical part and

sterilization nature is bad.
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[003 l]By then, the thing for which an image guide is constituted from polymer optical fiber, the

light guide of the excitation light is carried out, and an optical fiber amplifier function is applied.

Since autofluorescence is observable, the example of the fluorescent observation endoscope

equipment which operativity and sterilization nature can improve and can perform more exact

and safe fluorescent diagnosis is described without an image intensifier below.

[0032]The fluorescent observation endoscope equipment of one example which can perform

fluorescent diagnosis without an image intensifier, The light source 41 which switches and emits

white light or a laser beam as shown in drawing 5 , The endoscope 42 which irradiates with said

white light or a laser beam in the abdominal cavity, and observes the usual picture or fluorescent

image of an organization, The image processing device 43 which make a lesion part easy to

perform said picture pseudo-color processing which usually superimposed the picture or the

fluorescent image on the same screen, or were obtained with the fluorescent image, and to

recognize, The excitation light source 46 for amplifier which generates the pumping light for

combining with IG(image guide) 45 which inserts in the inside of said endoscope 42 optically,

and amplifying fluorescence, The timing controller 50 which controls the motor 48 which rotates

the turnable filter 47 built in the final controlling element 44 of the light source 41, the image

processing device 43, the excitation light source 46 for amplifier, and the endoscope 42 said

fluorescence image and in order to usually switch an image, It comprises the monitor 5 1 which

displays the picture processed with said image processing device 43.

[0033]The helium-Cd laser 53 for said light source 41 to excite the Xe lamp 52 and fluorescence

which generate white light is built in, The white light from the Xe lamp 52 and the excitation

light from the helium-Cd laser 53 through the mirror 54 and the lenses 55 and 56 are switched by

the optical mirror 57, A light guide is carried out to LG(light guide)59 inserted in in the light

guide cable 57 of the endoscope 42, and the insert portion 58 of the endoscope 42.

[0034]The diffusion lens 60 which extends uniformly the light which the white light or excitation

light from said light source 41 was drawn by said LG59 in the abdominal cavity, and was emitted,

and irradiates with it, and the object lens 61 which usually picturizes a picture or a fluorescence

image are formed at the tip of said endoscope 42.

[0035]CCD62 which picturizes the picture transmitted in the final controlling element 44 by

IG45 which inserts in the inside of a fluorescence image or the insert portion 58 which usually

transmits or amplifies an image is built in, and a fluorescence image or a usual image is projected

on the imaging surface of CCD62 with the lens 63. In order to amplify a fluorescence image, the

dichroic mirrors 64 and 65 which reflect only excitation light in the both ends of IG45 are

arranged, and the lenses 67 and 68 and the half mirror 69 for entering the excitation light for

amplifier from the excitation light source 46 for amplifier into IG45 via the optical fiber 66 are

arranged.

[0036]IG45 comprises here "Rhodamine 6G" and polymer optical fiber in which "Perylene Red"

was doped.

[0037]Furthermore, said turnable filter 47 is formed between lens 63 and CCD62.
The turnable filter 47 is rotated by controlling the motor 48 by the timing controller 50, for

example, the transmission filter (transmitted wave length lambda 1)71 and the transmission filter

(transmitted wave length lambda 2) 72 are usually passed as it is through through and the field

73 containing no filters at the time of a picture at the time of a fluorescence image.

That is, the motor 48 is controlled by said timing control 50, and switches the filter of the

turnable filter 47 one by one.

[0038]Said excitation light source 46 for amplifier comprises SHG75 which generates the 2nd
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harmonics of the light from YAG laser 74 and said YAG laser 74.

[0039]In this example constituted in this way, the light guide of white light or the excitation light

is first carried out to the inside of the abdominal cavities, such as the stomach, the large intestine,

a bronchial tube, and a bladder, or the abdominal cavity and the thorax through LG59 of the

endoscope 42 from the light source 41.

[0040]When it irradiates with white light, it passes through the object lens 61, IG45, and the field

73 in which no filters are further contained among the turnable filters 47, and the image in the

abdominal cavity is photoed by CCD62, and after being accumulated in the image memory
which the image processing device 43 does not illustrate temporarily, it displays on the monitor

51.

[0041]On the other hand, when it irradiates with excitation light, if a body tissue is irradiated

with the 442-nm light of the helium-Cd laser 53, for example, a green fluorescence relevant to a

flavin will be shown from normal tissue, but it changes from the abnormal structure to the dark

yellow **** fluorescence from which the fluorescence intensity of green regions fell, for

example, a cancer tissue.

[0042]Although this fluorescence is received by IG45 like white light, since that fluorescence

intensity is very weak, the way things stand, it cannot picturize CCD62. Then, from YAG laser

74 in the excitation light source 46 for amplifier, further, by SHG75, 1064-nm light is generated,

it changes into 532-nm light, and a beam is uniformly extended with the lenses 67 and 68

through the optical fiber 66, and this is entered into IG45 via the half mirror 69.

[0043JIG45 comprises "Rhodamine 6G" and the polymer optical fiber in which "Perylene Red"

was doped, as mentioned above, When 532-nm excitation light is entered, the 571 nm
fluorescence corresponding to "Rhodamine 6G" and the 621-nm fluorescence corresponding to

"Perylene Red" are amplified. At this time, an amplification factor will be 600 to 2000 times.

[0044]And to the amplified fluorescence, the fluorescence of the wavelength lambda 1 (for

example, 571 nm) and the wavelength lambda 2 (for example, 621 nm) is taken out with the

transmission filters 71 and 72 of the turnable filter 47, noise is suppressed, and it picturizes

respectively by CCD62. A normal section and a lesion part are distinguished with the image

memory and arithmetic unit with which this picture is not illustrated in the image processing

device 43.

[0045]The above-mentioned usual picture and a fluorescent image are switched one by one with

the timing controller 50, and are displayed on the monitor 51 individually or simultaneous

(superimposition).

[0046]Thus, according to this example, irradiate a body tissue with the 442-nm light of the

helium-Cd laser 53, and among the fluorescence from abnormal structure, The 571-nm

fluorescence corresponding to Rhodamine 6G" at IG45 which comprises polymer optical fiber,

The 621-nm fluorescence corresponding to "Perylene Red" is amplified 600 to 2000 times, Since

the fluorescence of the wavelength lambda 1 (for example, 571 nm) and the wavelength lambda

2 (for example, 621 nm) is taken out with the turnable filter 47, noise is suppressed and it

picturizes respectively by CCD62, Autofluorescence can be observed without an image

intensifier, operativity and sterilization nature can improve, and more exact and safe fluorescent

diagnosis can be performed.

[0047] Although the laser used by the excitation light source 46 for amplifier was made into the

YAG laser, not only this but a semiconductor laser, argon laser, and excimer laser may be

sufficient as it.

[0048]Although the body tissue was irradiated with the 442-nm light of the helium-Cd laser 53,
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the fluorescence from a body tissue was amplified by IG45 which comprises polymer optical

fiber, autofluorescence was observed and a lesion part is diagnosed, Not only as this but as a

fluorescent substance, for example, HpD (hematoporphyrin), Since Photofrin, ALA (delta-amino

levulinic acid), NPe6 ,
BPD, and SnET2 have the accumulation nature to cancer, This is poured in

in the living body and a disease site may be diagnosed by amplifying and observing the

fluorescence from said fluorescent substance by IG45 which comprises polymer optical fiber.

[00491Drawing 6 is a modification of the example of drawing 5 . Although it was the composition

using the endoscope for fluorescent observation which contained the polymer optical fiber bunch

as IG55 in the example of drawing 5 , Such an endoscope is special, and since it becomes an

expensive endoscope, the fluorescent observation endoscope equipment of this modification has

composition which can perform observation of autofluorescence without an image intensifier

using the usual endoscope. Since this modification is almost the same as the example of drawing

5, only different composition is explained, the same numerals are attached to the same

composition, and explanation is omitted.

[0050]That is, as shown in drawing 6 , the fluorescent observation endoscope equipment which is

a modification of drawing 5 is built in the usual endoscope 81 which inserted in the image guide

45a which usually transmits observation images, and the coupling device 85 to which the eye

contacting part 83 and the fluorescence image imaging device 84 of the endoscope 81 are

connected for the polymer optical fiber bunch 82. The fluorescence image imaging device 84

comprises YAG laser 74, SHG75, and turnable filter 47 grade, and the light guide of the light

from SHG75 is carried out to the half mirror 69 via the mirror 86. The polymer optical fiber

bunch 82 comprises "Rhodamine 6G" and polymer optical fiber in which "Perylene RedM was

doped like the example of drawing 5 . Other composition and an operation are the same in the

example of drawing 5 .

[0051] Since according to this modification constituted in this way in addition to the effect of the

example of drawing 5 it equips with the coupling device 85 which contained the polymer optical

fiber bunch 82 between the eye contacting part 83 of the endoscope 81, and the fluorescence

image imaging device 84 and it is constituted, The usual endoscope can be used and the

fluorescent observation endoscope equipment which can perform observation of

autofluorescence without an image intensifier cheaply can be realized. In the example shown in

drawing 5 and drawing 6 , helium-Cd laser is transposed to tunable laser like the example shown

in drawing 1 thru/or drawing 4 , catoptric light is monitored, and higher-precision diagnosis is

attained because this chooses the optimal wavelength.

[0052]By the way, in observation of the fluorescence image by fluorescent observation

endoscope equipment, while the way person performed endoscope curving operation manually

and checked the fluorescence image by the eye, it was carrying out. Therefore, when screening a

lesion part, checking fluorescence by the eye, a way person may operate an angle carefully for

the screening, or the affected part may be overlooked when delicate [ the difference in

fluorescence ], and very small.

[0053]Then, the example of the fluorescent observation endoscope equipment which can perform

improvement in operativity and detection of a positive lesion by stopping an angle in the place

which detects the difference in delicate and very small fluorescence, and has the affected part is

described below.

[0054]The composition of one example of the fluorescent observation endoscope equipment

which stops an angle in the place which detects the difference in delicate and very small

fluorescence, and has the affected part, As shown in drawing 7 , it has the light equipment 91
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which generates the white light for the usual observation, the laser light source 92 which

generates the excitation light for fluorescent observation, and the endoscope 93 which irradiates

the affected part with white light or excitation light from the tip part 93a, and observes the

affected part, and is constituted.

[0055]The tip of the light guide cable 95 which extended from the final controlling element 94 of

the endoscope 93, It is connected to the 1st adapter 97 that carries out a light guide to the light

guide which switches the white light and excitation light to which said light equipment 91 and

the laser light source 92 were connected, and inserts in the inside of the light guide cable 95 of

the endoscope 93, and the insert portion 96, and which is not illustrated, enabling free attachment

and detachment.

[0056]The electric angle 98 by the electric motor which is not illustrated is built in the final

controlling element 94 of the endoscope 93.

The curve drive of the bend 99 established in the tip side of the insert portion 96 is carried out.

This electric angle 98 comprises two angle wires and an electric motor (not shown), for example,

and a curve drive is controlled by the angle control section 100 via the light guide cable 95. The
bend 99 can be incurvated vertically and horizontally with the angle wire and electric motor

which are not illustrated, and the tip part 93a of the endoscope 93 can be turned now towards

desired.

[0057]And the endoscope 93 detects the fluorescence image and usual image of the lesion part

102 of 101 in the abdominal cavity, and its periphery, and LI. 103 and CCD camera 104 each is

picturized. At this time, the 2nd adapter 105 can distribute a fluorescence image and a usual

image to I.I. 103 and CCD camera 104 respectively.

[0058]I.I. the fluorescence image picturized by 103 is processed by the fluorescent diagnosis

treating part 106, and has a normal section and an abnormality part distinguished CCU107
usually generates a picture from the usual image picturized with CCD camera 104. Said

fluorescent diagnosis treating part 106 and the picture acquired by CCU107, It is compounded by

a change or the same screen by the superimposition 108, and the image composing which usually

made it the picture 109, the outputted image, for example, the parent picture, from the

superimposition 108, and used the child picture as the fluorescent image 1 10 is displayed on the

monitor 111.

[0059]Not only this but a parent picture is used as a fluorescent image, and, as for the image

composing displayed on the monitor 1 1 1, the display position of a child picture can also usually

set up a child picture arbitrarily well also as a picture. The picture which the monitor 1 1

1

displays can display not only image composing such but a fluorescent image or the processing

picture which usually carried out image processing of the displays of only a picture, or these

pictures.

[0060]In the example of drawing 7 constituted in this way, the tip part 93a of the endoscope 93 is

first arranged in [ 101 (for example, a lung, an esophagus, the stomach, intestines, a pancreas bile

duct, a bladder, a ureter, the abdominal cavijy, the thorax, a uterus) ] the abdominal cavity. 101

in the abdominal cavity is irradiated with the light of the light equipment 91 or the laser light

source 92 via the endoscope 93 one by one by the adapter 97. The usual picture at this time and a

fluorescent image are respectively switched by the adapter 105, and are photoed with LI. 103 or

CCD camera 104.

[0061]At this time, that intensity and wavelength characteristic change by the lesion part 102 to a

normal section in a fluorescence image. That is, the lesion part 102 can be distinguished by

processing fluorescence intensity or a wavelength characteristic by the fluorescent diagnosis
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treating part 106.

[0062]On the other hand, in the endoscope 93, the electric angle 98 is driven by the angle control

section 100, the bend 99 of the endoscope 93 is operated, and 101 in the abdominal cavity is

observed. When the lesion part 102 is discovered by the fluorescent diagnosis treating part 106 at

this time, the electric angle 98 is braked so that that lesion part 102 may come to the center of the

view of the endoscope 93, when it comes to a center section, a curve drive is stopped, for

example, a way person is told about existence of the lesion part 102 as a monitor display or

speech information.

[0063]Thus, when according to the example of drawing 7 the lesion part 102 was distinguished

by the fluorescent diagnosis treating part 106 and the lesion part 102 is discovered, Since a curve

drive is stopped and a way person is told about existence of the lesion part 102 when the angle

control section 100 brakes the electric angle 98 and it comes to a center section, An angle can be

stopped in the place which detects the difference in delicate and very small fluorescence, and has

the affected part, operativity is raised and a lesion part is certainly detectable.

[0064]In each above-mentioned example, although CCD of a TV camera is usually picturized

based on white light, this CCD can be set to CCD which picturizes a color picture according to

the thing which usually picturize a picture and for which a color mosaic filter is formed in an

entrance plane. It is good also as a usual TV camera which picturizes a color picture by

providing the light filter which divides white light into R, G, and B, and, Usually, it is good also

as a usual TV camera which picturizes a color picture by supplying the illumination light of R, G,

and B one by one from an illumination light source, and making it synchronize with these supply

timings.

[0065]As mentioned above, the laser beam which generates monochromatic light as the

excitation light source is usually used. However, there is a problem said that a laser light source

is expensive. Then, it may be made to use the excitation light filter 120 out of which excitation

light is efficiently selected from the white light of Xe lamp, as shown in drawing 8 .

[0066]NameIy, like drawing 8 the excitation light filter 120, narrow to the white light from the

Xe lamp 121 in the interference filters 122 and 123 which pass only the excitation light lambda 0

by which the interference film was vapor-deposited, and the interference filters 122 and 123 of

those — it comprises the colored filter 124 which absorbs lights other than excitation light

lambda 1 ******(ed).

[0067]The white light generated from the Xe lamp 121 passes lambda 0 with the interference

filter 122, and is reflected except lambdaO. However, lights other than lambdaO are also slightly

penetrated at this time. Although a part of lights other than lambdaO are cut with the colored

filter 124 and the interference filter 123, the light containing lights other than this lambdaO

transmitted, By repeating reflection between the interference filter 122 and the interference filter

123, it is possible in lights other than lambdaO completeness or to be able to absorb almost and to

stop lights other than lambdaO efficiently with the colored filter 124.

[0068]Thus, good fluorescent observation becomes possible, without being able to obtain lights

other than lambdaO, i.e., excitation light with little light leaking, and using the laser device as the

excitation light source by using the excitation light filter 120.

[0069] [Additional remark]

1) It is the fluorescent diagnosis device according to claim 1, and said detection means detects

the light volume of said catoptric light, and the light volume of said catoptric light from which

said detection means detected said excitation light controls said excitation light feeding means on

the wavelength used as the minimum.
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[0070]2) It is the fluorescent diagnosis device according to claim 1, and it has an extraction

means to extract the intensity for two or more wavelength of every of said fluorescence, and is

constituted.

[0071]With constituting in this way, since more data of the intensity and wavelength distribution

of the fluorescence from a body tissue can be extracted, exact fluorescent diagnosis can be

performed.

[0072]3) A fluorescent diagnosis device having an extraction means to extract the intensity for

two or more wavelength of every of said fluorescence, in the fluorescent diagnosis device which

diagnoses the lesion part of said body tissue according to the fluorescence which irradiates a

body tissue with excitation light and is generated from said body tissue.

[0073]With constituting in this way, since the turnable filter 21a as an extraction means can

extract more data of the intensity and wavelength distribution of the fluorescence from a body

tissue, exact fluorescent diagnosis can be performed.

[0074]4) In the picture transmission equipment which transmits the picture inside an object as a

lightwave signal by an optical fiber bundle said optical fiber bundle, Picture transmission

equipment provided with the excitation light feeding means which has an amplifying means
which amplifies said lightwave signal inside said optical fiber bundle by the excitation light of

predetermined wavelength, and supplies said excitation light, and the excitation light incidence

means which enters into said optical fiber bundle said excitation light supplied by said excitation

light feeding means.

[0075]In the picture transmission equipment constituted in this way, the image guide 45 as an

optical fiber bundle is constituted from polymer optical fiber with an amplifying means, the light

guide of the excitation light is carried out, and amplification of a weak lightwave signal is

enabled without an image intensifier by adding a lightwave signal amplifying function.

[0076]5) It is picture transmission equipment of the additional remark 4, and said lightwave

signal is the fluorescence generated from the inside of an object.

[0077]6) It is picture transmission equipment of the additional remark 5, and said fluorescence is

the fluorescent substance or autofluorescence accumulated on the body tissue.

[0078]In this picture transmission equipment, by observing the weak fluorescence or

autofluorescence from a fluorescent substance, the operativity of body tissue observation and the

sterilization nature of a device by fluorescence are raised, and exact and safe fluorescent

diagnosis is made possible.

[0079]7) It is picture transmission equipment of the additional remark 6, and said fluorescent

substances are "HpD", "Photofrin", "ALA", MNPe6*\ "BPD", and any one of "the SnET2" at least.

[0080]8) It is picture transmission equipment of the additional remarks 4, 5, and 6 or any one

statement of seven, and said optical fiber bundle is adding at least one of Rhodamine 6G,

Rhodarnine B, and the Perylene Red at least, and forms said amplifying means.

[008 1]9) It is picture transmission equipment of the additional remarks 4, 5, 6, and 7 or any one

statement of eight, and said excitation light source is any one of an YAG laser, a semiconductor

laser, argon laser, and the excimer laser.

[0082] 10) The endoscope which detects the fluorescence from the organization in the abdominal

cavity which has an insert portion inserted into the abdominal cavity provided with the bend

which can curve to the tip side, and is located at said tip of an insert portion, The talipomanus

stage which incurvates said bend, and a lesion part detection means to detect the lesion part of

the organization in said abdominal cavity from said fluorescence picturized by said endoscope,

An endoscope apparatus having a bulge control means to control said talipomanus stage, based
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on the output of said detection means to detect said lesion part of the organization in said

abdominal cavity.

[0083]In the endoscope apparatus constituted in this way, the fluorescent diagnosis treating part

106 as a lesion part detection means detects a lesion part based on the difference in the delicate

and very small fluorescence from the organization in the abdominal cavity, The angle control

section 100 as a bulge control means controls the electric angle 98 as a talipomanus stage, and

operativity is raised by incurvating a bend so that a lesion part may come to the position of an

endoscope view, and detection of a positive lesion part is enabled.

[0084] 1 1) It is an endoscope apparatus of the additional remark 10, and said fluorescence is the

fluorescence or autofluorescence from a fluorescent substance accumulated on the body tissue.

[0085]12) It is an endoscope apparatus of the additional remark 10 or 1 1, and said lesion part

detection means detects said lesion part by extracting the intensity of the fluorescence of two or

more wavelength areas.

[0086] 13) It is an endoscope apparatus of the additional remarks 10 and 1 1 or any one statement

of 12, and said bulge control means controls said talipomanus stage so that said lesion part

comes in the center of the view of said endoscope.

[0087] 14) It is an endoscope apparatus of the additional remarks 10, 1 1, and 12 or any one

statement of 1 3, and said talipomanus stage comprises at least one or more angle wires and an

electric motor.

[0088]

[Effect of the Invention] Since an excitation light feeding means controls the wavelength of the

excitation light to supply based on the output of a detection means according to the fluorescent

diagnosis device of this invention as explained above, it is effective in the ability not to be based

on the part of a body tissue, and a state, but perform efficient and exact fluorescent diagnosis by

easy composition.

[Translation done.]
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